From: Dan Dorsey
Subject: Redistricting
Message Body:

To: California Redistricting Commission

I am glad to see that you have no idea what you are doing. You have shown your true colors. You do don't care what impact you will have on the local county governments. You just care about your agenda. That is to screw everything up in your try to redraw the lines. Mabey it might be an idea if you listen to us in northern california. That would be a start.

This way you might be able to hear common sence solutions instead of being stuck on your own agenda. It would be nice if you would only listen,instead of not caring what happens in northern california. We do care, and one other thing. We live here.

Thank You
Dan Dorsey

--
This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
Your proposed redistricting boundaries and map, are in violation of the California Constitution. It states in Article 21, section 1(e) "The geographical integrity of ANY city, county or geographical region SHALL BE respected to the extent possible with out violating the requirements of this section"

There is a major mountain range separating Siskiyou County from the coast. Unless you forgot it's called the Cascade Range.
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